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Executive Summary 
 
State law was amended in 2011 to allow counties to develop standards authorizing “agri-
tourism” uses.  The legislation (SB 960) created a process for counties to conditionally approve 
agri-tourism and other commercial events and activities related and supporting agriculture in 
the Exclusive Farm Use zone.  SB 960 provisions are optional, and not a required addition to 
County zoning regulations. 
 
These provisions are separate from regulations related to wineries and cideries, which are 
mandatory and included in the Wasco County Land Use and Development Ordinance (LUDO). 
 
Wasco County has not currently adopted the 2011 amendments into its LUDO, and feedback 
from community members and businesses, including during the Wasco County 2040 visioning 
process, has indicated a community interest in exploring this option for economic development.  
Staff would like to provide a foundation to evaluate whether or not to include these new 
provisions into the LUDO, and what some of the potential limitations or additional restrictions, 
above and beyond allowances in state law, Wasco County may choose to develop to promote 
successful agri-tourism activities. 
 
Overview of this Report 
 
This whitepaper provides background information and summary of SB 960 and an analysis of its 
potential impacts to Wasco County, including a discussion on benefits, challenges, process, and 
definitions. 
 
SB 960 was effective in June 28, 2011, and codified into law as ORS 215.213(4) and 215.283(4).  
This provides counties the option to include provisions for agri-tourism and commercial events 
and activities “related to and supportive of agriculture” and “incidental and subordinate to 
existing farm use on the tract”.  In other words, the activity and event must be strictly 
secondary and ancillary to onsite farming in terms of income generations, area utilizes and off-
site impacts.  In addition, the event or activity must demonstrate “a meaningful and significant 
relationship” to the agriculture products produced on site (DLCD, Guide to Wineries and Events 
in EFU Zones, 2012). 
 
Some examples of that might be a farm to table dinner (event), whereby food stuffs are grown 
on site, a pumpkin patch where pumpkins are grown on site (u-pick activity), or educational 



presentations on farm operations and harvesting of crops (event). 
 
Some examples of types of events or activities that would likely not qualify include: weddings 
(commercial scale), dinners or events where foods/drinks are brought in, or things like pumpkin 
patches where pumpkins are not grown on site. 
 
There are several different approvals available under 215.283(4) that could be allowed in 
Wasco County.  These include: 

• A single agri-tourism or other commercial event/activity on a tract in a calendar year 
that is 
-incidental and subordinate to existing farm use on tract 
-event does not exceed 72 consecutive hours 
-maximum attendance does not exceed 500 people 
-maximum motor vehicles parked do not exceed 250  
-use complies with other standards in ORS 215.296 
-activity or event complies with conditions related to hours of operation; access and parking; 
and sanitation and solid waste. 

• An expedited single event use that 
-incidental and subordinate to existing farm use on tract 
-event does not exceed 72 consecutive hours 
-event or activity may not begin before 6 am or end after 10 pm 
-maximum attendance does not exceed 100 people 
-maximum motor vehicles parked do not exceed 50  
-may not require or involve construction or use of a new permanent structure in connection 
with event or activity 
-must be located on a tract of at least 10 acres, or have owners of adjoining properties consent, 
in writing 
-Must comply with applicable health, fire and life safety requirements 
-use complies with other standards in ORS 215.296 
-activity or event complies with conditions related to hours of operation; access and 
parking; and sanitation and solid waste. 

• Up to six agri-tourism or other commercial events/activities on a tract in a calendar year 
that is 
-incidental and subordinate to existing farm use on tract 
-each individual event does not exceed 72 consecutive hours 
-may not require or involve construction or use of a new permanent structure in connection 
with event or activity 
-does not materially alter the stability of the land use pattern 
-use complies with other standards in ORS 215.296 
-activity or event complies with conditions related to hours of operation; access and parking; 
and sanitation and solid waste. 
 
 
 
 

 



 
Analysis 
 
Benefits 
 
Many residents and farmers have expressed concern about decreasing margins and their ability 
to create livable, sustainable wages.  One possible solution to support farming families in places 
is to increase opportunities for them to diversify their income. 
 
Agri (or agro) tourism is generally a type of event or activity that brings visitors to a farm or 
range to engage in some sort of rural or farming experience, whether it be an event, 
educational class, or commercial business/enterprise. 
 
Washington County, in their examination of agri-tourism, staff included a table of the different 
type of activity or events that may be considered agri-tourism: 

 
 
Agri-tourism has the potential to create additional income streams for farmers, while 
introducing new customers to their agricultural products.  It also has the potential to increase 
production and manufacturing value added agricultural or ready to market agricultural 
products from existing crops in Wasco County. 
 
 
Challenges 
 
Some of the concerns raised by residents during the Wasco County 2040 2017 Vision Roadshow 
include impact to infrastructure and traffic, noise or other types of pollution, and increased 
impact to emergency services for visitor accidents and other emergencies. 
 
Some property owners and residents have opposed Outdoor Mass Gathering events because of 
the impact to adjacent land owners and wildlife from noise, traffic, and visitor behavior.  



Outdoor Mass Gatherings are not a land use planning decision and typically have different 
parameters.  Agri-tourism events only allow for up to 500 people, whereas Outdoor Mass 
Gatherings can be over 3,000 people.  
 
In the case of agri-tourism events, many permits can be conditioned to mitigate or reduce 
impacts to infrastructure, transportation, noise, sanitation and other land uses.  They also carry 
with them limits on the total number events, duration, and the number of permitted visitor 
vehicles.  There may also be some flexibility in these allowances to go above state restrictions 
and add additional criteria for agri-tourism events and activities to address community 
concerns. 
 
 
Process 
 
Wasco County Planning staff and the Citizen Advisory Group are taking the opportunity, during 
the Comprehensive Plan Periodic Review, to develop an agri-tourism policy and some 
implementation measures based on public and stakeholder input.  The policy and 
implementation strategies will then be developed into actual criteria to be incorporated into 
the Land Use and Development Ordinance (LUDO) during an update. 
 
The LUDO update, anticipated to commence in 2021, will be a public process with opportunities 
for citizen involvement and input on actual language that forms the basis for land use 
permitting.  That update is anticipated to be a minimum of a one year project, as we update 
many aspects of the plan in conjunction with the work during Wasco County 2040. 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Agri-tourism is an additional allowed use in the Exclusive Farm Use zone that was made into law 
and 2011, and to date, has not been permitted by the Wasco County land use plans.  During 
Wasco County 2040, we have the opportunity to evaluate its benefits and challenges with the 
public and make a clear determination about a path forward. 
 
The next step is to get input from the public on the direction they would like to pursue (no 
change/no allowance for agri-tourism events/activities, limited allowances, or full allowances as 
permitted by state law).  Wasco County can then adopt recommended policy and 
implementation strategies into the Comprehensive Plan as part of Wasco County 2040 Periodic 
Review.  This will, in turn, guide agri-tourism provisions in the Land Use and Development 
Ordinance. 


